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Topics

1. Market challenges

2. Canadian pricing

3. Politics

4. At the farm



Canadian pork price margins from Jan. to Nov. 2018



Market challenges

Will the Comprehensive 
and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-
Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP) improve our 
export outlook? Only if 
producers can receive 
fair value.



Market challenges



Market challenges

We have 
suffered due to 
trade tariff wars 
beyond our 
control



Market challenges

Our request for 
Canadian producers to 
receive compensation 
on par with U.S. 
producers was denied 
by the Canadian 
government



Market challenges

Existing business 
risk management 
programs work 
for some 
producers but not 
others
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Canadian Pricing



Canadian pricing

Industry information 
transfer has been 
difficult. We need to 
discover the value of 
the Canadian hog and 
then start working 
backward. 



Canadian pricing

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) cutout index



Canadian pricing

If pricing doesn’t 
change, we will 
continue to 
struggle to remain 
competitive
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Politics



Politics

How is the federal Ag 

ministry supporting 

producers?

Will Canada see a 

change in government 

in October 2019?



Politics

Will Alberta see a 

change in government 

in March 2019?

How will that affect 

producers?
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At the farm



At the farm

Alberta continues 

to have advantages 

over other regions, 

including the cost 

of land, feed and 

facilities.



At the farm

Alberta also has disadvantages over 

other regions, including carbon tax, 

labour costs and disparity versus 

eastern counterparts. 

Carbon tax: $1/pig
Ractopamine-free: $3/pig
East-west disparity: $10/pig

$14/pig 
disadvantage



Information supplied by MNP 



Information supplied by MNP 
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Public trust

Public trust will 
be built on the 
Canadian Pork 
Excellence 
(CPE) program



Public trust

These elements 
form the pillar 
on which 
Verified 
Canadian Pork 
is built.



Public trust

The program will bring 

value to the industry, 

but we need to ensure 

producers are seeing 

the direct benefits of 

that value: increased 

revenue to producers



Public trust

In the coming months, we 

will be working with other 

provincial groups to help 

Alberta producers 

understand price 

negotiation in other parts 

of the country
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Thank you!


